Walking Directions to DCA from 2451 Crystal Drive
View Google Map
To Terminal A – 0.64 Miles; ~11 Minutes
1. Start on the east side of Crystal Drive in front of 2451 Crystal Drive facing south (building
will be on your left)
2. Head south to the Route 233 exit ramp (260 feet)
3. Walk along the sidewalk along the left side of the Route 233 Exit Ramp (660 feet)
4. Continue along the Route 233 sidewalk; you will pass over the Railroad Tracks and the
George Washington Parkway, and the Mount Vernon Trail (590 feet)
5. Take the first crosswalk to the right, crossing both roadways (100 feet)
6. Follow the sidewalk to the parking lot (300 feet)
7. Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the next walkway junction (200
feet)
8. At the junction, continue straight following the sign labeled “Walkway To” to “Terminals
A/B/C” to the next cross walk (335 feet)
9. Turn right to cross the street via the crosswalk and continue across the next crosswalk to
the sidewalk junction on the traffic median beneath the bridge (145 feet)
10. At the junction on the traffic median there will be a sign labeled “Walkway To”; Follow the
sign towards the right to “Terminal A” across the street via the crosswalk (85 feet)
11. After crossing, turn left and follow the sidewalk until you get to a crosswalk on your right
(600 feet)
12. Cross the street via the crosswalk and continue to Terminal A on your right (100 feet)
To Terminal B – 0.82 Miles; ~14 Minutes
1. Start on the east side of Crystal Drive in front of 2451 Crystal Drive facing south (building
will be on your left)
2. Head south to the Route 233 exit ramp (260 feet)
3. Walk along the sidewalk along the left side of the Route 233 Exit Ramp (660 feet)
4. Continue along the Route 233 sidewalk; you will pass over the Railroad Tracks and the
George Washington Parkway, and the Mount Vernon Trail (590 feet)
5. Take the first crosswalk to the right, crossing both roadways (100 feet)
6. Follow the sidewalk to the parking lot (300 feet)
7. Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the next walkway junction (200
feet)
8. At the junction, continue straight following the sign labeled “Walkway To” to “Terminals
A/B/C” to the next cross walk (335 feet)
9. Turn right and cross the next two streets via the crosswalks to the sidewalk junction on
the traffic median beneath the bridge (145 feet)
10. At the junction on the traffic median there will be a sign labeled “Walkway To”; Follow the
sign towards the left to “Terminals B/C” across the street via the crosswalk
11. After crossing, continue straight following the sidewalk to the parking lot (320 feet)

12. Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the sidewalk (430 feet)
13. Follow the sidewalk to the first junction (60 feet)
14. Continue straight following the sign labeled “Walkway To” towards “Terminals B/C” to the
parking lot (190 feet)
15. Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the sidewalk (75 feet)
16. Follow the sidewalk until the walkway entrance (435 feet)
17. Enter the walkway and turn right to cross over the pedestrian bridge and into Terminal B
(245 feet)
To Terminal C – 1.0 Miles; ~17 Minutes
1. Start on the east side of Crystal Drive in front of 2451 Crystal Drive facing south (building
will be on your left)
2. Head south to the Route 233 exit ramp (260 feet)
3. Walk along the sidewalk along the left side of the Route 233 Exit Ramp (660 feet)
4. Continue along the Route 233 sidewalk; you will pass over the Railroad Tracks and the
George Washington Parkway, and the Mount Vernon Trail (590 feet)
5. Take the first crosswalk to the right, crossing both roadways (100 feet)
6. Follow the sidewalk to the parking lot (300 feet)
7. Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the next walkway junction (200
feet)
8. At the junction, continue straight following the sign labeled “Walkway To” to “Terminals
A/B/C” to the next cross walk (335 feet)
9. Turn right and cross the next two streets via the crosswalks to the sidewalk junction on
the traffic median beneath the bridge (145 feet)
10. At the junction on the traffic median there will be a sign labeled “Walkway To”; Follow the
sign towards the left to “Terminals B/C” across the street via the crosswalk
11. After crossing, continue straight following the sidewalk to the parking lot (320 feet)
12. Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the sidewalk (430 feet)
13. Follow the sidewalk to the first junction (60 feet)
14. Continue straight following the sign labeled “Walkway To” towards “Terminals B/C” to the
parking lot (190 feet)
15. Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the sidewalk (75 feet)
16. Follow the sidewalk until the walkway entrance (435 feet)
17. Enter the walkway and turn right to cross over the pedestrian bridge and into Terminal B
(245 feet)
18. To continue to Terminal C, turn left upon entering Terminal B, and continue to Terminal
C (930 feet)

Walking Directions to DCA from the Crystal City Water Park
View Google Map
To Terminal A – 1.4 Miles; 27 Minutes
1. Start at the Crystal City Water Park located across the street from 1750 Crystal Drive
and face south.
2. Walk south to the entrance to the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector Trail on your left
(130 feet)
3. Follow the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector Trail to the intersection with the Mount
Vernon Trail (1625 feet)
4. Turn right onto the Mount Vernon Trail and continue to the first trail junction on your left
(1540 feet)
5. Turn left onto the Airport Trail Connector and continue following through the pedestrian
underpass, across the two driveways to the first sidewalk junction (1020 feet)
6. Turn right at the sidewalk junction to the end of the sidewalk at the parking garage
pedestrian entrance (20 feet)
7. Take the ramp to the right that becomes a sidewalk traveling along the outside of the
garage between a wall and a row of parking vehicles and continue to parking Row 3
(450 feet)
8. Turn left at Row 3 and walk to the elevator visible at the end of the row (400 feet)
9. Take the elevator up to Level 2
10. Follow the signs across the pedestrian bridge into Terminal B (350 feet)
11. To continue to Terminal A, turn right upon entering Terminal B and follow signs to
Terminal A (1825 feet)
To Terminal B – 1.07 Miles; 21 Minutes
1. Start at the Crystal City Water Park located across the street from 1750 Crystal Drive
and face south.
2. Walk south to the entrance to the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector Trail on your left
(130 feet)
3. Follow the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector Trail to the intersection with the Mount
Vernon Trail (1625 feet)
4. Turn right onto the Mount Vernon Trail and continue to the first trail junction on your left
(1540 feet)
5. Turn left onto the Airport Trail Connector and continue following through the pedestrian
underpass, across the two driveways to the first sidewalk junction (1020 feet)
6. Turn right at the sidewalk junction to the end of the sidewalk at the parking garage
pedestrian entrance (20 feet)
7. Take the ramp to the right that becomes a sidewalk traveling along the outside of the
garage between a wall and a row of parking vehicles and continue to parking Row 3
(450 feet)
8. Turn left at Row 3 and walk to the elevator visible at the end of the row (400 feet)

9. Take the elevator up to Level 2
10. Follow the signs across the pedestrian bridge into Terminal B (350 feet)
To Terminal C – 1.04 Miles; 20 Minutes
1. Start at the Crystal City Water Park located across the street from 1750 Crystal Drive
and face south.
2. Walk south to the entrance to the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector Trail on your left
(130 feet)
3. Follow the Crystal City/Mount Vernon Connector Trail to the intersection with the Mount
Vernon Trail (1625 feet)
4. Turn right onto the Mount Vernon Trail and continue to the first trail junction on your left
(1540 feet)
5. Turn left onto the Airport Trail Connector and continue following through the pedestrian
underpass, across the two driveways to the first sidewalk junction (1020 feet)
6. Continue straight at the sidewalk junction to the end of the sidewalk at the parking
garage pedestrian entrance (250 feet)
7. Enter the garage at the sign marked “To Abington/Airport Terminals” and follow the
black/white painted walkway to parking Row 17 (240 feet)
8. At the end of parking Row 17, turn left and follow the black/white painted walkway to the
elevator lobby (250 feet)
9. Take the elevator up to Level 2
10. Follow the signs across the pedestrian bridge into Terminal C (350 feet)

Walking Directions from DCA to Crystal City – 2451 Crystal
Drive
From Terminal A – 0.64 Miles; ~12 Minutes
1. Start on the sidewalk directly in front of Terminal A
2. Turn left and follow the sidewalk until you reach the first crosswalk after passing all
Terminal A entrances (95 feet)
3. Cross the Street and turn left following the sidewalk until you reach the next crosswalk
(590 feet)
4. Turn right to cross the street to the traffic median and continue to the sidewalk junction
beneath the bridge (100 feet)
5. At the junction, follow the sign towards “Crystal City” by continuing straight across the
next two streets via the crosswalks (80 feet)
6. After crossing, turn left and follow the sidewalk to the next walkway junction (335 feet)
7. At the junction, follow the sign towards “Crystal City” continuing through the parking lot
on the painted walkway (195 feet)
8. After the painted walkway ends, continue on the sidewalk to the next crosswalk (300
feet)
9. Cross the two crosswalks and turn left onto the sidewalk along Route 233 (100 feet)
10. Follow the sidewalk along Route 233 to Crystal Drive (1280 feet)
11. Continue north on Crystal Drive to 2451 Crystal Drive (260 feet)
From Terminal B – 0.82 Miles; ~14 Minutes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Start from Level 2 of Terminal B
Cross the pedestrian bridge following signs to “METRO” (230 feet)
At the METRO, turn left to exit the walkway following signs to “Terminal A Parking”
Upon exiting, follow the sidewalk until you get to the first sidewalk junction (675 feet)
Follow the sign to “Crystal City” continuing straight to the parking lot (70 feet)
Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the sidewalk (430 feet)
Continue along the sidewalk to the first crossing (260 feet)
Cross the street via the crosswalk to the traffic median and continue to the sidewalk
junction beneath the bridge (80 feet)
9. At the junction, follow the sign towards “Crystal City” by turning right and following the
sidewalk across the next two streets via the crosswalks (80 feet)
10. After crossing, turn left and follow the sidewalk to the next walkway junction (335 feet)
11. At the junction, follow the sign towards “Crystal City” continuing through the parking lot
on the painted walkway (195 feet)
12. After the painted walkway ends, continue on the sidewalk to the next crosswalk (300
feet)
13. Cross the two crosswalks and turn left onto the sidewalk along Route 233 (100 feet)
14. Follow the sidewalk along Route 233 to Crystal Drive (1280 feet)
15. Continue north on Crystal Drive to 2451 Crystal Drive (260 feet)

From Terminal C – 1.15 Miles; ~22 Minutes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Start from Level 2 inside of Terminal C
Walk south to the pedestrian bridge connecting to Terminal B Parking (930 feet)
Cross the pedestrian bridge following signs to “METRO” (230 feet)
At the METRO, turn left to exit the walkway following signs to “Terminal A Parking”
Upon exiting, follow the sidewalk until you get to the first sidewalk junction (675 feet)
Follow the sign to “Crystal City” continuing straight to the parking lot (70 feet)
Follow the painted walkway through the parking lot to the sidewalk (430 feet)
Continue along the sidewalk to the first crossing (260 feet)
Cross the street via the crosswalk to the traffic median and continue to the sidewalk
junction beneath the bridge (80 feet)
10. At the junction, follow the sign towards “Crystal City” by turning right and following the
sidewalk across the next two streets via the crosswalks (80 feet)
11. After crossing, turn left and follow the sidewalk to the next walkway junction (335 feet)
12. At the junction, follow the sign towards “Crystal City” continuing through the parking lot
on the painted walkway (195 feet)
13. After the painted walkway ends, continue on the sidewalk to the next crosswalk (300
feet)
14. Cross the two crosswalks and turn left onto the sidewalk along Route 233 (100 feet)
15. Follow the sidewalk along Route 233 to Crystal Drive (1280 feet)
16. Continue north on Crystal Drive to 2451 Crystal Drive (260 feet)

Walking Directions from DCA to Crystal City – Crystal City
Water Park
From Terminal A – 1.4 Miles; 27 Minutes
1. From Terminal A, follow interior signage to Terminal B/C (1760 feet)
2. Cross the pedestrian bridge following signs to Terminal B Parking to the elevator (350
feet)
3. Take the elevator to Level 1 and exit elevator lobby to the right
4. Upon exiting the elevator, follow the black/white painted walkway to parking Row 3 and
follow to the sidewalk at the back of the garage (370 feet)
5. At the sidewalk, turn right and follow to garage exit (450 feet)
6. Upon existing the garage, follow the sidewalk to the next sidewalk junction (20 feet)
7. Turn left and follow the sidewalk through the pedestrian underpass until the intersection
with the Mount Vernon Trail (1020 feet)
8. Turn right onto the Mount Vernon Trail and continue to the first trail junction (1540 feet)
9. Turn left onto the Crystal City Mount Vernon Trail Connector following signs to “Crystal
City” continuing to Crystal Drive (1625 feet)
10. Turn right and continue to the Crystal City Water Park (130 feet)
From Terminal B – 1.07 Miles; 21 Minutes
1. From Level 2 of Terminal B, cross the pedestrian bridge following signs to Terminal B
Parking to the elevator (350 feet)
2. Take the elevator down to Level 1 and exit elevator lobby to the right
3. Upon exiting the elevator, follow the black/white painted walkway to parking Row 3 and
follow to the sidewalk at the back of the garage (370 feet)
4. At the sidewalk, turn right and follow to garage exit (450 feet)
5. Upon existing the garage, follow the sidewalk to the next sidewalk junction (20 feet)
6. Turn left and follow the sidewalk through the pedestrian underpass until the intersection
with the Mount Vernon Trail (1020 feet)
7. Turn right onto the Mount Vernon Trail and continue to the first trail junction (1540 feet)
8. Turn left onto the Crystal City Mount Vernon Trail Connector following signs to “Crystal
City” continuing to Crystal Drive (1625 feet)
9. Turn right and continue to the Crystal City Water Park (130 feet)
From Terminal C – 1.04 Miles 20 Minutes
1. From Level 2 of Terminal C, cross the pedestrian bridge following signs to Terminal C
Parking (350 feet)
2. Take the elevator down to Level G and exit lobby to the left
3. Upon exiting the elevator, follow the black/white painted walkway to parking row 17; the
route is also marked “To Mount Vernon Trail” (250 feet)
4. Turn right down parking Row 17 picking up the black/white painted walkway and exit the
garage via the stairs to the sidewalk (240 feet)

5. Upon exiting the garage, continue straight following the sidewalk through the pedestrian
underpass to the intersection with the Mount Vernon Trail (1020 feet)
6. Turn right onto the Mount Vernon Trail and continue to the first trail junction (1540 feet)
7. Turn left onto the Crystal City Mount Vernon Trail Connector following signs to “Crystal
City” continuing to Crystal Drive (1625 feet)
8. Turn right and continue to the Crystal City Water Park (130 feet)

